A sharp change in the nature of the magnetic ordering has been observed on going from CeSb to CeTe, both of which have NaCl structures with a small decrease in lattice parameter. This is an interesting example of the way in which hybridization of partially delocalizedJelectrons with band electrons gives rise to highly unusual magnetic properties which show great chemical sensitivity. In the present paper we apply our previous ab initio treatment of hybridization-induced effects to investigate this striking change in magnetic behavior. We have performed self-consistent warped muffin-tin LMTO band calculations treating the Ce 4fstates as resonance states that are constrained to be localized. Compared to CeSb, the anion-derived p bands in CeTe sink well below the Fermi energy, thus strongly changing the band-! hybridization. We have calculated the hybridization dressing of the crystal-field levels and the anisotropic two-ion exchange interaction and compared them with those calculated for CeSb and with experiment. A strong decrease in the two-ion interaction explains the drastic change in observed magnetic behavior between CeSb and CeTe.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the NaCl-structure monopnictides and monochalcogenides of cerium, CeSb exhibits the most unusual magnetic behavior.! The most striking feature orits low-field phase diagram is the occurrence of high-temperature (8.5 < T < TN~ 16.2 K) phases consisting of a periodic sequence of nonmagnetic and magnetically ordered (001) planes with up or down moments along the [001 ] cube edge and close to saturation ( -2.1,u B ) . The nonmagnetic planes, which are actually paramagnetic in nature, I disappear below 8.5 K yielding a type-IA antiferromagnetic structure.
The unique magnetic properties of CeSb are very sensitive to any perturbation such as pressure,! the dilution 2 of cerium by nonmagnetic Y or La, or the substitution of antimony by another pnictogen 3 (Hi, As), or by tellurium. 1, 4 In particular, magnetization l ,4 and neutron scattering I experiments on CeSb j _ J( Te x have shown that for a Te concentration as small as x = 0.02, the Neel temperature drops abruptly from 16 K to less than 4 K, and the nonmagnetic pianes are supressed. Moreover, the crystal-field (CF) splitting between the ground-state r 7 doublet and the r R quartet ofthe4fs12 multiplet, which is about 37 Kin CeSb, increases with tellurium concentration, reaching its maximum value of about 105 K at x = 0.5, and the decreases monotonically with further increase of x to the value of about 32 K in I CeTe. CeTe orders at anion p electron, clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the hybridization-mediated exchange interactions to chemical environment.
The large cube-edge anisotropy and consequent unusual magnetic behavior of the heavier cerium monopnictides (CeSb and CeBi) have been successfully explained 7 -9 on the basis of an anisotropic hybridization-mediated two-ion interaction. This interaction arises through cooperative hybridization between moderately delocalized! electrons of the ee 3 + lattice and band electrons of non-f atomic parentage. However, until recentiy, the basic parameters entering the theory, namely, the anisotropic two-ion exchange interactions and the CF splitting, had been taken as phenomenological input to match the experimentally observed Neel temperature, low-temperature moment, and CF splitting. Recently, Wills and CooperlO have presented a first-principles calculation of the model parameters for the cerium monopnictides, based on self-consistent, warped muffin-tin, LMTO band structures calculated for these compounds. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate from first principles the model parameters for CeTe in order to understand quantitatively the origins of the variation of the hvbridizationinduced anisotropies on going from a weakly hybridizing system such as CeSb to the presumably more strongly hybridizing CeTe system, which being at the border between a magnetic and a nonmagnetic state has sometimes been referred to! as a dense Kondo system.
II. THE METHOD
The first step is the generation of a self-consistent oneelectron potential describing the band structure of CeTe. This is obtained from a warped muffin-tin LMTO bandstructure calculation, without recourse to the atomic sphere
approXlmatlOn, I.e., usmg a nonzero tail parameter as a variational parameter. The full interstitial potential i.s used, and the only shape approximation to the potential is a spherical averaging in nonoverlapping muffin-tin spheres surrounding the Ce and Te sites. The potential is evaluated at the experimental volume, and the radii of the muffin-tin spheres are chosen to make the potential continuous where spheres touch. The core states are induded self-consistently and are obtained from the Dirac equation for the spherically averaged potential at each site. The CefeIectrons are treated as localized rather than itinerant states and thus they are included self-consistently as core states at each iteration, not being allowed to hybridize with band states. Thus as each iteration these 4fstates are treated as resonant states that are constrained to be localized. 10 The radial basis functions for the (non-j) bands within the muffin-tin spheres are solutions of the scalar relativistic radial equation.
12 Spin-orbit coupling is included self-consistently. The band structure is divided into three energy windows: the semicore Ce 5p and Te 5s bands are calculated with an imaginary LMTO tail parameter K, with K2 equal to -0.9 and -0.3 Ryd, respectively; and the Ce valence 6s, 6p, and 5d states and Te valence 5p states are calculated with a K' = 0.23 Ryd, which is the average energy over occupied states in the interstitial.
We next calculate the basic model parameters entering the Anderson ( Coqblin-Schrieffer) model Hamiltonian. 13 These are the band energies, E"k; the bandf hybridization matrix element, V nk • m of the Hamiltonian for a single-particle potential surrounding the Ce site between the band state In,k) and the CeI5/2,m) state; thel-state energy, E f , with respect to the band Fermi energy E F ; and finally the intraatomicl-fcorrelation energy Uo Because accurate determination of these quantities requires a highly accurate representation of the bands around the resonant j-state energy, we perform a final band calculation, after the self-consistency process, with the tail parameter of the highest-energy window set equal to the resonant/-state energy.
Identifying the Ce 4fs12 state wit the I = 3,j = 5/2 resonance in the local potential within a Ce muffin tin and projecting band-f overlap out of the matrix element to correct for band:l nonorthogonality, the hybridization potential matrix elements V"k,m have been shown 10 to be the product of two quantiti.es. The first of these is the hybridization potential, which is proportional to the resonance width r, and which provides an overall scale. The second of these is proportional to the product of the KKR structure function and the LMTO eigenvectors, and describes the details of the band structure. The energy necessary to place the Cefelectron in a band state at the Fermi level, EF -E f , and the energy required to change from anf! configuration to anf2 configuration, E f + U -E F, are obtained from self-consistent local-density supercell calculations, in which one considers eight atoms per unit cell as opposed to two for the ground-state calculation. These energies are obtained by removing (adding) an f electron to the central Ce site and allowing the system to relax, resulting in a d screening (antiscreening) ofthef hole (electron). 14 We find that EF -E f = 3 eV, in good agreement with the value of 2.6 ± 0,1 eV found in x-ray The hybridization-induced shift in the crystal-field energy levels, A.E M' in the paramagnetic phase is calculated by applying the transformation to the CS Hamiltonian to order ( V"k.m ) 2; and the hybridization-mediated two-ion interactions are determined 10 by applying the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation to order (V nk • m ) 4 and treating the exchange scattering Hamiltonian in second-order perturbation theory on band states. There are two contributions to t:..EM: a negative contribution resulting from hybridization of band states above E F with the Cej1 state below E F , and a second positive contribution (which is, however, smaller by a factor of 1/ U relative to the first one) resulting from hybridization of band states below EF with the Cef2 state above E F •
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The band structure of CeTe is plotted in Fig. 1 ..... --Total 8E r , , in the bare crystal-field energy level of the r 8 quartet is found to be larger than the corresponding shift, bEl '" CeSb compared to 0. 17 E J in CeTe. This occurrence offerromagnetic and antirerromagnetic interactions of comparable strength, and the consequent need for "compromise" might be responsible for the low moment value in CeTe rather than a "Kondo effect," and also for the change in magnetic structure compared to that of CeSb. The inclusion of all the transition channels ofthe range function matrix in the phenomenological theory to treat in detail the magnetic ordering in these compounds is currently under investigation.
